

















Inquiry learning　探究的な学習，Creative activity　創造活動，Problem solving for myself　自分事の問題解決，
























































　本実践における「理想の水辺の実現」は，Reason & Bradbury（2001: p.2）
「アクション・リサーチの特徴 Characteristics of action research」（図１）








見極めという「参加と民主主義 Participation and democracy」により進行し





図１　Characteristics of action research



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Reason, P. & Bradbury, H. (eds.) (2001,Reprinted 2002), Handbook of Action Research: Participative Inquiry & Practice. 
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The Structure of Inquiry Learning Mediated by Creative Activities:




The purpose of this study is to gauge children’s contradictory encounters between the ideals created by human beings 
and the natural and social environment.  It also aims to design and practice learning activities that aim at the realization of 
children’s learning, to solve the contradiction as their own problems.  This is done by setting up inquiry learning whereby 
children can create an “ideal waterside” between learning at school and learning in a local environment at the time of 
comprehensive learning in the fourth grade of elementary school.  Through this joint research between the school, the 
university and the professional degree program “School Support Project,” we supported activities in learning scenes 
throughout the year, observed children’s appearance, and recorded their discussions as well as learning sheets.  Based on 
the above, we considered a series of intellectual activities that seek to find the essence of things, from the structure of 
inquiry learning mediated by creative activities.  As a result of the creative process which aims to achieve the “ideal shape” 
of what they are making ; allowed for children to make inquiries into their experience of making the object and its’ world 
view from the inside out.  This enables the children to continue and develop the problem solving for themselves.  In the 
process of achieving the “ideal” through learning in school, the contradictions involved in the events experienced in the 
environment, society and their activities and experiences in daily life are revealed.  From the above, it clarified that a 
structure of inquiry learning with a series of intellectual activities to explore and discern the essence of things was 
established.
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